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In recent decades, Arctic climate is warming at a rate of almost twice the global average (Osborne et al., 2018). The surface
atmosphere and oceanic temperatures over Arctic Ocean increase leads to the rapid retreat of sea ice. The extension and thickness of
sea ice in the Arctic, as well as the multi-year ice coverage, have decreased significantly. For example, the September sea ice extent in
the Arctic, which is the end of the summer melt season, decreases at a rate of larger than 11% per decade (Polyakov et al., 2012).

With the rapid shrink of Arctic sea ice, the accessibilities of Arctic sea routes have been enhanced remarkably, and the commercial
and large-scale shipping have been preliminarily implemented. The Arctic sea routes consist of the Northeast Passage (NEP) on the
Russian side, the Northwest Passage (NWP) on the Canadian side, and the central sea route across the high latitudes of the central
Arctic Ocean. Consequently, in the future, the shipping pattern will be greatly changed at the global scale because of widely use of
Arctic sea routes. In addition, the climate change in polar regions brings unprecedented opportunities for polar scientific expeditions,
shipping, as well as other human activities. Thus, the polar region has received increasing attentions from the international
communities.

The use of Arctic sea routes highly relies on the environmental conditions of sea ice, weather, and ocean. The rough weather and
sea ice conditions are still the most disadvantageous factors to restrict the utilization of Arctic sea routes. Therefore, their forecasts and
applications to navigation support are very important for the development of Arctic shipping (Inoue, 2020). Sea ice, which has a large
and complicated spatiotemporal variability (Lei et al., 2015). At present, there is a lack of long-term and continuous observation
network for the Arctic marine environment, especially for sea ice, which is a grand challenge for the utilization of the Arctic sea routes.
The comprehensive observations of sea ice, atmosphere, and ocean, and the through understanding of interactions among Arctic
atmosphere, sea ice, and ocean, as well as the changes in the regimes of the Arctic sea ice formation and decay can help to better
understand the complex temporal and spatial changes in Arctic sea ice. It is also particularly urgent to analyze and examine important
disastrous weather, such as sea fog and cyclones that affect the Arctic shipping. The expected increased shipment using the Arctic sea
routes require more reliable forecasts that provide information about sea ice concentration and thickness, horizontal visibilities, and
winds. These needs can only be met by developing and coupling polar-related sea ice and weather models into forecasting systems.

At present, the Arctic has attracted more and more scientific projects launched by international organizations. To effectively cope
with the coexistence of opportunities and challenges in polar regions, the community has in recent years strengthened the
international cooperation in observation, research, forecasting, and application in the polar regions (e.g., Lawrence et al. 2019). In
2013, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) World Weather Research Program (WWRP) launched the Polar Prediction
Project (PPP). Its goal is to enable a significant improvement in environmental prediction capabilities for the polar regions and
beyond, by coordinating a period of intensive observing, modeling, prediction, verification, user-engagement, and education activities
(Jung et al., 2016). In 2019–2020, the Alfred-Wegener-Institut Helmholtz-Zentrum für Polar-und Meeresforschung (AWI), German,
implemented the huge international project of Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate (MOSAiC). The
subjects covered by the MOSAiC plan include atmosphere, sea ice, oceanography, ecology, and biogeochemical cycle (Rex et al., 2017;
Krumpen et al., 2020).

In recent years, international researches on the Arctic are gradually shifting from observations and research on basic of polar
marine environments to monitoring and determining the environment’s responses to Arctic changes, as well as the response
strategies on polar change and how to minimize the adverse effects of polar changes. These scientific activities eventually transformed
into national interests, such as the delimitation of the continental shelf, hydrocarbon resources. The need to carry out targeted
intensive explorations and scientific research is also increasingly urgent. The explorations and research will provide a solid support for
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China’s participation in the Arctic affairs.

Since the first Chinese National Arctic Research Expedition in 1999, China has dispatched eleven Arctic expeditions. The
investigations collected valuable data, which provide the foundation for understanding the weather, climate, and sea ice in the Arctic.
In recent years, China has implemented the operation of the Arctic NEP. In the summer of 2013, the merchant vessel “Yongsheng”
opened the era for China’s commercial using the NEP. By 2019, around 30 commercial ships have passed through the Arctic NEP in
summer, and have achieved considerable social and economic benefits.

To meet the increasing requirements for the prediction of activities in the Arctic, China has strengthened the research and
development of operational monitoring and forecasting for the development and utilization of the Ice Silk Road (e.g., the Arctic Ice-
Ocean Prediction System (ArcIOPS) of National Marine Environmental Forecasting Center (NMEFC); Fig. 1; Mu et al., 2019). Long-
term continuous real-time observations of the marine environments in the Arctic Ocean are required. Numerical prediction models
for weather, sea ice, and ocean of the Arctic need to be developed, so that short-term forecasts and mid- and long-term predictions
can be provided. The polar forecast products need to meet the requirements by scientific surveys and commercial shipping. Remote
sensing has demonstrated its unique advantages on Arctic observations, particularly with respect to the sea ice monitoring at the basin
scale. Both the optical and microwave sensors have provided abundant information in terms of sea ice extent, concentration and
motion, coverage/distribution of leads and melt ponds, and many other key parameters of sea ice. Some related information has been
providing operationally for the continuous monitoring in the Arctic. It is foreseen that satellite remote sensing will play more and
more important roles in the Arctic environment monitoring, the climatology, and the shipping supporting.

 

The purpose of this special section is to bring together the latest multidisciplinary research on the Arctic climate and sea ice and to
provide data monitoring, forecasting, and service for China’s commitment to the development of the Ice Silk Road. This special
section contains five papers, covering a broad scope of Arctic research topics. Ji et al. (2021) made a comprehensive analysis of sea ice
and snow morphology during summer in the Pacific sector of Arctic Ocean. They found that there are lots of areas with low sea ice
concentration south of 78°N, while sea ice concentration and thickness increase with the latitude to north of 78°N. Qin et al. (2021)
retrieved the sea surface wind speed from Sentinel-1 SAR images using conventional retrieval and machine learning methods. Their
results are better than those retrieved using the Polarization Ratio models. Chen et al. (2021) cross-calibrated the brightness
temperature obtained from FY-3B/MWRI and Aqua/AMSR-E. Using robust linear regression analysis, the slopes, and intercepts of the
fitted equations for the brightness temperature can be used to calibrate MWRI brightness temperature data. Wang et al. (2021)
quantifies the ice flow acceleration (21.1%) of Pedersenbreen Glacier during 2016–2017 and unveils the related mechanism. They
found that the softened glacier ice due to the air temperature increase (1.5°C) account for 2.7%–30.5%, while other factors account for
69.5%–97.3% of the ice flow acceleration. An et al. (2021) monitored the vertical crustal movements and sea level changes around
Greenland using multiple data sources. They found that although the mass loss of Greenland ice sheet can cause considerable global
sea level rise, eustatic movements along the coasts of Greenland are quite complex under different mechanisms of sea level changes.
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Fig. 1.   Sea ice thickness forecasting provided by Arctic Ice-Ocean Prediction System (ArcIOPS) for the 8th Chinese National Arctic
Research Expedition (CHINARE). Red solid lines indicate the track of the R/V Xuelong.
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